
EXPERIENCE  
THE PATHWAY  
TO CO-INNOVATION



Our Innovation Center is a hub of CGI’s best cross-
industry innovations from around the world. It is 
dedicated to accelerating clients’ digitization by 
offering unique co-innovation capabilities to fuel 
applied and tangible innovation.

Start your innovation journey
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A hub of CGI’s best innovations
Connect with CGI’s world-class experts and 
discover the best worldwide innovations and  
use cases

An emerging technologies deep-dive  
Immerse yourself into an emerging technologies 
universe and discover CGI’s capabilities

A state-of-the-art Innovation Design space
Brainstorm during design thinking sessions with 
Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) and benefit from 
CGI’s Innovation day methodology

A unique journey experience
Experience CGI’s custom transformation model, and 
live an immersive transformation simulation

A co-innovation factory
Generate tangible innovations tailored to your 
needs, based on industry and sector expertise and 
CGI’s IP solutions

A multi-functional space
Meet, test, learn and collaborate at the heart of 
innovation, whether you are a client, a partner, or a 
professional from CGI

The six dimensions of  
the CGI Innovation Center in Montréal

The key benefits of the Transformation  
by Innovation journey 

A word from our clients

Explore key innovations, use cases, and emerging 
technologies related to various industries without 
getting lost in technological complexity 

Experience an hands-on, interactive, and 
memorable visit through virtual & augmented 
reality and AI among others

Explore key innovations, use cases, and emerging 
technologies related to various indus-tries without 
getting lost in technological complexity 

Experience an hands-on, interactive, and 
memorable visit through VR, touch table, 
augmented reality, and AI 

Industries  
use cases  
we display
• Financial Services
• Retail
• Manufacturing
• Transportation
• Government & Cities 
• Utilities
• Cross-industries

Experience the pathway to co-innovation

A three-step approach

Our team will immerse you in a transformation 
simulation called “Transformation by Innovation” 
designed to reveal new possibilities and help you 
simplify business challenges. Outcomes:

• Get industry insights
• Experiment with emerging technologies 
• Frame your innovation opportunities 

Experience
Come back with your team of experts for an 
Innovation day, where you will take advantage of 
our Design Thinking approach. Outcomes:

• Develop your innovation roadmap
• Identify your transformation’s accelerators
• Prioritize your strategic initiatives

Engage
We accelerate experimentation through a  
co-innovation factory PoC approach.       
Outcomes:

• Prototype and test
• Evaluate CGI existing solutions and IP’s
• Run PoC towards MVP

Co-innovate
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Emerging 
technologies  
we showcase 
• Advanced Analytics & 

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
•  Machine Learning (ML)
•  Natural Language 

Processing (NLP)
• Blockchain
• Robotic Process 

Automation (RPA)
• Internet Of Things  (IoT)

“The visit was truly immersive! We discovered CGI’s 
applied innovations and emerging technologies from 
multiple industries, with a focus on retail that gave us 
a new perspective on how to optimize our warehouse 
management.”
Chief Information Officer, 
Manufacturing Industry 

“CGI enabled us to shift from a narrow vision focused 
solely on our organization to a broader user experience 
vision, allowing us to prioritize the most critical issues.”
Chief Innovation Officer, 
Government Industry

Build a strategic vision of your industry’s future 
and digital transformation strategy 

Accelerate the development of innovative ideas 
and trigger co-innovation 



The CGI Innovation Center in Montréal is part of our global network of collaborative 
innovation centers and labs. Located near clients, these facilities enable innovation 
workshops and access to global innovation capabilities, with local support, clear 
accountability and measurable results. 

“Inspiring, imagining, valuing and incubating 
innovation ... that’s the challenge we take 
up every day with our clients.” 12+

Innovation Centers 
and labs  

50+
Emerging technologies 
practices     

170+ 
IP-based solutions

“We exist to inspire our clients - one 
innovation at a time - to unlock creativity 
and transform paradigm-shifting ideas into 
tangible innovation.” 
                                                                                  
Florin Filip
Director, CGI Innovation Center in Montréal

Start the conversation 
with our experts

A strong innovation network close to  
our clients all over the world. 
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Lionel Descombes 
Director, Innovation



Our commitment to you

We approach every engagement with 
one objective in mind—to help clients succeed and 

inspire them in their innovation initiatives!

1350 René-Lévesque Blvd West, 20th floor
Montréal, Quebec - H3G 1T4

cgi.com/innovationcentermontreal

#InnovationXCGI
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